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Abstract
In this paper we develop a stochastic dynamic model of predatory pricing. When profits evolve
stochastically, a negative demand shock can lead to bankruptcy for firms, which cannot immediately
raise external capital. An assumption that firms are able to hoard liquidity creates incentives for
market incumbents to use the predatory pricing strategies in order to keep the new players out
of the industry. Applying game theoretic and dynamic programming techniques, we show that an
incumbent firm may use a large cash reserve as a war chest to initiate a price war that could drive
the entrant out of the market. Because of uncertainty the entrant may wish to take a chance and
enter based on the probability of success. Therefore, realised market structure may be different for
different sample paths of the stochastic process.
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Extended abstract
Recent empirical literature on capital markets suggests that there exists strategic reasoning behind

cash hoarding. In particular, large cash reserves of established firms may be used as a war chest to
discourage the entry of potential competitors (Fresard (2010), Boutin et al. (2013), Morellec et al.
(2014)).
In the early literature this phenomenon is explained in two ways. The first one is known as
the ”deep pocket argument” introduced by McGee (1958) and later studied by Telser (1966) and
Benoit (1983). In their models a more resourceful incumbent is able to drive a financially constrained
entrant out of the market by the means of aggressive pricing. Their main conclusion is, however, that
under perfect information no price war will be observed in equilibrium due to the temporary nature
of price cuts. The second explanation is associated with the so called, chain store paradox. In a
formulation of Selten (1978) incumbent’s incentives to predate come from reputational considerations.
Namely, by initiating a price war when facing the first out of potentially many entrants an incumbent
establishes reputation as an aggressive firm in order to prevent further entries. Selten (1978) presents
an unintuitive result, which is also known as the chain store paradox, that price war is not a viable
strategy from the perspective of standard game theoretic approach.
Thus, even though contentions that firms use aggressive pricing to drive the opponents out are
not uncommon, the early literature failed to explain the rationality behind such behavior. More recent
studies bridge the gap between theory and practice by incorporating market imperfections into the
analysis. For example, Milgrom and Roberts (1982), Kreps and Wilson (1982) and Benoit (1984)
find that incomplete (or imperfect) information about firms’ payoffs resolves the chain store paradox.
According to Fudenberg and Tirole (1985a) and Poitevin (1989) asymmetric information in financial
markets can trigger predatory pricing behavior due to the fact financiers are typically not aware of true
entrant’s profitability. Alternatively, the entrant may be able uncertain about its own costs and thus,
is not able to perfectly predict its future profits. In Fudenberg and Tirole (1986) entrant’s inference
about its future profitability is based on the current profits and, as a result, incumbent may ”jam”
this signal using predatory pricing strategy. In Saloner (1987) under asymmetric information about
costs, an informed firm is willing to signal low-cost type using output expansions in order to facilitate
better merger terms. Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) show that mitigating agency problems between
the firm and its financiers creates incentives for predatory behavior.
In this paper we go back to a complete information setting and the traditional ’deep pockets”
hypothesis. We investigate if this result still holds in a dynamic setting where firms are capital
constrained and their profits are subject to stochastic shocks. In our model an entrant becomes active
in the existing market by undertaking an irreversible investment given the uncertainty about its future
profit stream. An incumbent may use its cash reserve as a war chest to initiate a price war that could
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drive the entrant out of the market or prevent from entering the market in the first place. The focus
of our analysis is whether the entrant would exercise its option to invest given the predation threat.
In this regard, this paper is also related to the real options theory and contributes to this strand
of the literature in two ways. Firstly, we enhance the existing body of research by providing a more
general model of predatory pricing under uncertainty. Even though a large bulk of real options studies
focuses on entry deterrence strategies (e.g. Spence (1977), Smets (1991), Boyer et al. (2004) and
Huisman and Kort (2015)) or exit games (Lambrecht (2001), Murto (2004)), predatory pricing has
gained a rather limited attention. Among the few real options contributions that explicitly use the
notions of either aggressive pricing or predation are Gryglewicz (2009), that considers a stochastic
limit pricing model under asymmetric information, and Bayer (2007), where predation is defined as
forcing the entrant out of the market by installing a large capacity. We present a complete information
model, where the firm-specific uncertainty is the rationale for aggressive pricing.
This brings us to the second contribution, which is more of a methodological nature. In this
model we depart from the assumption of the perfectly correlated shocks for market participants. In
the standard real options models, where firms are subject to the same uncertainty regarding the
future profits, their deterministic actions allow to predict the outcome of the game. In our model
deterministic actions change the probabilistic environment.
More precisely, we consider two risk neutral profit maximizing firms. One firm is already operating
in the market as a monopolist. The other firm faces a possibility to enter this market by undertaking
an irreversible investment that creates a revenue stream. When active, firms transfer their profits to
cash reserves. In other words, net revenues accumulated over time form each firm’s cash hoard. Firms
are assumed to be financially constrained, implying that a firm goes bankrupt when its cash reserves
are depleted. Additionally, given that firms are subject to potential future losses, the instantaneous
cash inflow is exposed to firm-specific uncertainty. Therefore, the cash flow process of firm i denoted
by Xti is modeled as an Arithmetic Brownian Motion. Then the instantaneous cash inflow for firm i
satisfies the following differential equation
dXti = π̂ i dt + σ i dBti ,

(1)

where π̂ i is firm’s current profit, σ i is volatility parameter and Bti is a Weiner process. Similarly to
Morellec et al. (2014) this formulation implies that the drift of the Brownian motion is controlled
by the incumbent, while the volatility is not. We assume shocks to be firm-specific, i.e. Bt1 and Bt2
are uncorrelated. In this setting an incumbent firm cannot guarantee that initiating price war will
eventually lead to exit of its opponent. Instead, aggressive pricing alters the probability of staying
alive. Thus, the outcome of the game is determined by the paths of the underlying stochastic process.
Depending on the amount of cash reserves available for the firms, this may create incentives for an
established firm to take a chance to initiate a price war, while for a new firm to enter despite that.
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